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ABSTRACT
Based on an examination of literature related to relevance judgment,
this paper proposes a new approach to the integrated framework for
relevance judgment.   This conceptual framework suggests that
information content, individual traits, cognitive feedback, and situations
should be jointly considered for viewing the overall relevance judgment.
A set of factors is also identified for each dimension that may influence
relevance judgment.  The relationships between these factors are
represented in numerical specifications.  It is expected that this framework
provides a sound foundation for the underlying relevance judgment
research.

INTRODUCTION
New approaches in relevance judgment including search behavior

and psychological relevance are necessary to provide rich possibilities
for designing information systems [18].  However, much controversy
and confusion surrounding relevance st i l l  remains in various
conceptualizations, compounded by loose and inconsistent terminology
[40].  Most studies in relevance judgment are still exploratory or
preliminary and call for further work [28, 40].

This paper attempts to develop a consolidated framework to give
an understanding of the multidimensional concept of relevance judg-
ment.  In doing so, this research explores several factors that can impact
relevance judgment in previous works in information science, psychol-
ogy, and management information systems.  It is important to examine
relevance criteria in various disciplines, because it is expected that this
interdisciplinary approach can give more depth and breadth in relevance
judgment study and enhance the value of theoretical approaches [15].
Furthermore, it may be invaluable that reliable variables can be identified
through this approach, since if a criterion is frequently identified in
diverse areas, then it can possibly be applicable across domains and
situations [27].

PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The notion of relevance judgment may be differently understood

by system-oriented and human-oriented views.  In a system-oriented
view [31], relevance is interpreted as the direct match between query
terms and document terms.  Consequently, most relevance factors are
limited to the context of document such as title, author, abstract,
keyword, etc. in structured databases such as ERIC, or Dialog [27, 46,
50] .

On the other hand, from a socio-cognitive perspective, Barry and
Schamber [3] state that relevance is cognitive, subjective, situational,
complex, multidimensional, and dynamic.  In fact, the view of relevance
has shifted from a system-oriented to user- and socially-oriented
approach [8, 14, 39], since relevance judgment is heavily dependent on
humans’ constantly changing perceptions [40].  Therefore, relevance
is not solely judged based on a document [41].  However, most factors

in relevance judgment limited to focus on information content.  Other
internal and external relevance factors should be also considered.  Tang
and Solomon’s [50] research found that relevance judgment results are
influenced by not only external situational factors, but also internal
cognitive factors.  Harter [18] suggests that many researchers have
claimed that decision-making in relevance is complex and it is beyond
topicality [22, 32, 45, 48].

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This study proposes relevance judgment can be influenced by four

constructs: Information Content [2, 4, 7, 31, 33, 40]; Individual Traits
[2, 3, 7, 23, 27, 30, 32, 50, 51]; Cognitive Feedback [6, 11, 42];
Situations such as time limit [3, 27, 49, 51], accessibility [3, 32, 51],
and information quantity [21, 23, 44].  Relying on only documents or
information content for relevance judgment may be limited, since it
ignores a focus on the complexity of the individual’s background and
task situation [31].  The significance of characteristics of judges,
especially individual cognitive characteristics, is also important [40].
Users are sometimes inconsistent in the standards that they apply in
judgment, and evaluations of judgment often vary as a function of the
situation [38].  Consequently a multidimensional approach can be crucial
to better understand the concept of relevance judgment.

where,

(1 )

R: the degree of Relevance,
W: Weights,
IC: Information Content,
IT: Individual Traits,
CF: Cognitive Feedback, and
S: Situations

Relevance can be represented as the ordinal value R, since relevance
may not be appropriately judged in a dichotomous way.  R may have
weights for each constructs to analyze the relative importance between
them.  If IC value is 0 (e.g. information does not exist), all other factors
need not be considered and then f(R) = 0.  IC cannot be overcome or
compensated for by any other factors.  This is called non-compensatory
[6]. Therefore, IC is considered the most important factor in relevance
judgment [27, 39, 40].  CF may affect to increase the level of IT and
expect to positively correlate with IC and IT.  However, S may be
negatively associated with R in this study, since S can be interpreted as
barriers or limitations to make a judgment.  The next section explores
more detail about the characteristics of individual factors and how they
are related.

1 2 3 4( ) ( ) { ( ) ( ) ( )}W W W Wf R f IC f IT f CF f S= ⋅ × ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅
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Information Content (IC)
Prior studies in information science and MIS have investigated the

quality of information, but they have used somewhat different terms:
“relevance” and “information quality”, respectively.  Eventually the
notions of relevance and information quality may not be different.  For
example, Froehlich [14] insists that relevance is a determinant of
content quality of a document.  Harter [18, p. 611] also says, “Relevance
and information (as-process) can usefully regard as the same, or more
accurately, as two very closely related aspects of the same experience”.
Therefore, investigating information quality criteria in MIS and rel-
evance criteria in Information Science is significant to find valuable
information content criteria.

According to two studies [27, 52], five most frequently used factors
are remarkably identical, and it is assumed that these factors are closely
associated with relevance judgment across applications.  As Barry and
Schamber [3] indicate, overlapped criteria from diverse studies with
various research methods supports and helps validate the existence of
a finite set of criteria.   As such, information content can be represented
as the following equation.

where,

(2 )

W: Weights,
ACC: Accuracy,
REL: Reliability,
TIM: Timeliness,
TOP: Topicality, and
COM: Completeness

As shown in Equation 2, each factor can be linearly associated, since
it is assumed that the effect of one factor does not influence other factors
in IC.  Five criteria have been independently measured in much literature
from both MIS and information science.  Each factor can have a weighted
value in terms of information characteristics.

Individual Traits (IT)
Relevance judgment can be influenced by the degree of IT such as

users’ experience and prior knowledge [23, 27, 32].  The difficulties of
making a judgment can be induced by the lack of knowledge and
experience, since users don’t know how to cope with difficulties.  For
example, Vakkari and Hakala [51] found that the lack of knowledge at
the first stage of a task results in low ability to discriminate among
relevant information and eventually leads to information overload.

where,

(3 )

KWE: Knowledge, and
EXP: Experience

KWE and EXP may not be separated; rather they are strongly
collaborated with each other.  Therefore, IT can be properly described
as non-additive.  The assumption is thus that users who have more
experiences on specific subjects or topics of information may be more
knowledgeable.  The degree of knowledge or experience is not considered
null value (e.g. KWE = 0 or EXP = 0).

Cognitive Feedback (CF)
CF can positively affect relevance judgment with IT, because it

helps improve the decision-making quality [11, 42].  Cooksey [6]
claims, “cognitive feedback provides a judge with more extensive
information about key relationships and statistics associated with his or
her performance after they have made an entire series of judgments” (p.
165).  Users can build new judgment strategy through iterative CF
process [19, 24].  Therefore, recurring occurrences of CF can help
enhance judgment strategy and lead to accurate judgment.

While CF could be importantly considered in relevance judgment,
few researches have addressed the effects of CF.  Rather, a major concern
is query reformulation in online searching, which is called “relevance
feedback” [36, 37].  CF is different from relevance feedback.  Relevance
feedback is “a system mechanism that automatically reformulates
searchers’ queries in response to their relevance judgment” [40, p.34).
On the other hand, CF is more likely interpreted as interaction with
human intermediary [28, 39] or instructions at each different search
stage [40, 50].

CF consists of three factors [42, p. 97]: the number of iteration,
the average time for an iteration, and attention to feedback.  It implies
that “attention to feedback” can be moderated by IT, because the effects
of CF may differ based on individual experience and knowledge.  As such,
CF can be jointly determined by number of feedback occurrences, the
average time of feedback process, and IT to feedback.  The equation of
CF can be described as follows:

where,

(4 )

CF
1
: the value of presence of CF,

CF
0
: the value of absence of CF,

IT
perceived: 

the value of Individual Traits perceived after CF,
n: Number of feedback occurrence,
TF: Time spent for Feedback process, and

(5 )

There are two different events in CF: the presence (CF
1
) and

absence (CF
0
) of CF.   In Equation 4, the degree of CF value can be

obtained by TF with IT.  If a user does not have prior experience or
knowledge for specific information, a user may not discriminate rel-
evant information in hand the first time.  However, if human interme-
diary can help differentiate relevant information, a user can perceive
new relevant information through the feedback process.  As a result, a
user newly gains knowledge and experience and obtains perceived
knowledge and experience (IT

perceived
).  The more CF has iterated, the

more perceived experience and knowledge are expected to be accumu-
lated.  CF can be represented by a non-linear and non-additive, because
the cognitive reaction may be closely dependent on individual knowl-
edge and experience.  Although CF is not presented, CF value may not
be 0, since every user is assumed to have experience and knowledge to
a certain degree so that CF may not be simply considered as null value.
In this case, CF value without CF can be equal to the current degree of
IT value, as shown in Equation 5.

Situations (S)
IC and CF can be considered internal factors; however, situational

factors are considered external factors including time limit [3, 27, 49],
information quantity [23, 44], and accessibility [3].  The effects of each
factor can be varied, since users’ perceived situations are different.
Wilson [53, p. 460] states, “Situational relevance is relevance to a
particular individual’s situation”.  Therefore, all situational factors may
not be concurrently presented.  For example, when users can seek
information without any access limit (e.g. paying fees for database),
accessibility is no longer considered as a situational factor.

Time limit
Decisions have to be made under certain time pressure [1, 13].

Increased time constraints can give users fading judgment analysis [17,
54] such as increasing stress [25], and decreasing confidence [43] and
accuracy [12].  On the contrary, the quality of judgment performance
can be increased if there is no time pressure [16].  As a result, time limit
can be negatively associated with making a judgment [1].

Information Quantity
It is evident that both information overload and underload can

affect decision-making performance [13, 26].  Consequently, the

1 2 3 4 5( ) W W W W Wf IC ACC REL TIM TOP COM= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅

( )f IT KWE EXP= ⋅

1
1

( ) ( )
1

perceived k
n

CF f IT TF f IT
n k

= = ×∑
=

0 ( )CF f IT=
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amount of information can be an important situational criterion.  The
study from multiple criteria decision-making perspective shows that
information overload is considered one of the criteria for decision-
making [5].  When users have more information than expected, they
have to spend more time to deselect irrelevant information for their
judgments.  Likewise, when they have less information than anticipated,
they have to spend time to seek more information for their judgments.
If they have lack of knowledge and experience, it is assumed that they
have less control over these issues than experienced and knowledgeable
users do.  For example, Buchanan and Kock [5] insist that experts are
good at filtering out irrelevant information and focusing on the critical
factors.

Accessibility
Accessibility is defined as the extent to which information is

available.  While Web provides the flexibility to access information,
some information may not be accessible because of cost [34, 35] or
failure to find [9, 47].  Consequently, the scope of information is limited
to accessible information.  The accessibility of information can be also
associated with the time limit and information quantity.  Strong et al.
[47] found that the amount of data and the timeliness problem are linked
to accessibility problems.

Therefore, Situations can be represented by the following equation:

where,

(6 )

(7 )

(8 )

TL: Time Limit,
IQ: Information Quantity,
AI: Available Information,
IQ/AI – 1: Accessibility, and

As shown in Equation 6, 7, and 8, S can consist of TL, IQ, AI, and
IT.  The effect of TL and IQ value (numerator) can be moderated by IT
value (denominator).  If IT value is bigger than numerator value, the
influence of S may be reduced.  On the contrary, S can significantly
hinder users’ judgment, when IT value is smaller than numerator values.
Unlimited time is not considered (TL = 0), because it may rarely occur
in reality.  In Equation 6, the accessibility can be decreased if AI value
is far smaller than IQ value, but users may face information underload
problem.  In contrast, if IQ value is far greater than AI value, then the
accessibility can be increased, but it can lead to information overload
problem (see Equation 7).  In Equation 8, if IQ is equal to AI, the
accessibility can be ignored.  In other words, it is assumed that accessi-
bility is no longer an issue in terms of relevance judgment, because all
information is available.

SUMMARY
Relevance judgment is dynamic and in that decisions have changed

during the evaluation process [18, 41, 45].  Judgment dynamics reflect
changes in both the cognitive states and judgment situation of those
judging relevance [2, 4, 50].  Therefore, relevance judgment is a process
of cognitive adaptation and change (see Figure 1).  Relevance judgment
can be moderated by external environments and internal cognitive
capabilities.  Wilson [53] insists that relevance is not a single notion but
multiple concepts, and information is defined as situationally relevant

so that it has significantly changed in one’s view of a situation.  R is
subjectively assessed by Individual Traits (IT), Information Content
(IC), and Cognitive Feedback (CF) that influences IT under certain
Situations (S).

DISCUSSION
This paper suggests the multidimensional approach can provide the

comprehensible view of relevance judgment.  This framework is ex-
pected to provide a streamlined relevance judgment that uses across
applications and has potential to be more efficient and accurate.  This
research is significant, because it first attempts to identify multidimen-
sional factors of relevance judgment and inter-relationship between
these factors.  However, the validity of constructs and intra-relation-
ships between constructs needs to be more carefully examined in further
research.  Furthermore, there may be a controversy whether “relevance”
and “information quality” is identical.  The future research would focus
on the validation of the framework and consider possible enhancements
of notions in relevance judgment.
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